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ABAf

Since the estabtishient of first speciality of optical instruaentation in Zhejiang

University and Beijing Institute of Technology in the early 1950's, the great progress in

optical engineering education has been iade in China . At present , more than ten

universities and colleges offer undergraduate and graduate programs in optical engineering

Suasary information of academic institutions of higher engineering education that offer

programs in optical engineering is given in this paper.

with the execution of the open—door policy and of the refora in economic , scientific and

technological sectors, optical engineering as like others is now undergoing a reform

exploration and evolution in China . This paper presents the change , challenge and

opportunity the institutions are facing . Taking Optical Engineering Department at Zhejiang

University as an exaaple, the activities and seasures adopted are described . Revised

undergraduate and graduate prograis are also illustrated in this paper.

l.A BRIEF INTROULWFIOt4

The field of applied optics began a repid growth period 30 iore years ago . To meet the need

and desand for educated and trained optical engineers , the first speciality of optical

instrumentation in China was established in Zhejiang University and Beijing Institute of

Technology in the early 1950's. They have grown to become the largest centers in China for

teaching and research in optical engineering. As applied optics become sore pervasive and is

finding new applications aliost every day which ranged fros military to industrial and

consuser sarkets . A number of universities and institutes have established undergraduate and

graduate programs in applied optics and optical engineering . Table 1. shows suimary

inforsation of acadesic institutions of higher engineering education in China that offer

programs in optical engineering . In addition, some comprehensive universities, such as Nankai

University and Fu Dan University etc., offer undergraduate and graduate programs in optical

science, mainly in Physics Departments .Research institutes of Academia Sinica , such as
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Table 1, Summary Information of Academic Institutions

Instituticil Speciatity

The yaer of

Inceptlii

Enrottient Per Year

Ikier- 11 Ph.D

Thejiang Ihiversity

Dept.of Opticat Engineering

Director2lang Jinfa

OpticaL Instrimentathul

AppLied tics

1952 100 2O3O 5-6

Beijing Institute of TechnoLogy

Dept.of Optica' Engineering

Directors Yu Xin

Opticat Instn.entatic*i

OpticaL Systea Design azit Testing

Opto—etectrmicat Technotogy

1954 90 283O 5-6

Tianjin Ikiiversity

Dept.of Precision Insriaentatici Eng.

DirctirThang Guosiang

ttica1 Instrtaentatiii

Photoetectroitic Technology

195a O '2O 24

ihan Technical Ihiversity of

Surveying aixi Mapping,

Dept.of ticat Instriaents
Directorsliten Xiaxktig

Optical Instnaentatim 1958 60 3-4

tlangchun College of ttics art Fine

Mechnics

Director1Mao Yingtai

Optical Instnaentatiiii

Optical Fabricathii eat Testing

1950 85 35

Tsinghua thiversity

Dept.of Precisicii Instriments anti

Mechanology

Diretor1Thmi Zhaoying

ttical Instrtaentaticii 1959 40 152O 3-'4

Eest Eiiina Institute of Technology

Dept.of Electro4tical Technology

Directors Uten J inbang

Optical Instrtntation 1960 30 6 2

Beijing Polytechnic i.kiiversity,

Dept.of Mechanical Engineering

DirectorYin Deyi

Optical Instnaentation 1960 30 1

Shanghai Institute of Mechnical Eng.
Subinstitute of Meters anti Instrints
Director1Thou Pengfei

tical Instrtaentaticwi
(toelectrxiics

1964 70 7

Xian Institute of Technology,

Instnnt Engineering Departient

DirectorLiu Muxing

ttical Technology anti Measureaent 1965 50

Huazhciig Ihiversity of Science anti Tech.

Dept.of ttical Engineering

DirectorLu Xintie

Optical Instn.entation

(toetectrciiic Technology

1970 90 20 1'2
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Changchun Institute of Optics and Fine Mechanics , Shanghai Institute of Optics and Fine

Mechnics, Shanghai Institute of Technical Physics etc., have atso established MS and PhD

programs in optical science and engineering. We restrict ourself to describe prograss in

optical engineering offered by acadeaic institutions of higher engineering education in this

paper . Since "Optics is a light work" , it attracted treiendous studets to enter in this

field . Since 1956, iore than 7000 undergraduate degrees ,500 MS degrees and 50 PhD degrees

have been awarded. As a whole , the curricula leeding to these degrees provied students with a

firs fundation in optical engineering and applied science and prepare graduates for iiaediate

practice of the profession as well as advanced studies . Graduates were allocated to sost of

large and iidius factories of optical or optics related industries as well as research

institutes of Acadeaia Sinica and of various ministries of industry.

z. QW&E, aIALLFN;E AND OP1'OI(RNIV!

In the recent years , with the execution of the open—door policy and of the refora in

economic , scientific and technoligical sectors,a nuaber of siall business, private and

township enterprises, especially in the coastal areas , have been established, resulting in

co—existence of different ownerships with public ownership as the principal part, co—existance

of iany ways of distribution with the distribution according to work as the iain part. The

economic structure is developing towards multiplicity, therefore the need of trained personnel

is also sulti—leveled and multi—styled . On the other hand ,China is currently in initial

stage of socialist developient , the central task is to develop the productive forces of the

society and to isprove the people's living standard. A great emphasis has been put on the

basic industries, such as energy , transportation ,coaiunication and saterials etc. The need

and desand for educated optical engineers slumped for some time. A certain aiount of graduates

majoring in optical engineering were engaged in non—optics related industries . As a

consequence, yearly enrollment of undergraduate students majoring in optical engineering are

reduced recently.It is welt known that higher education must serve economic development and

economic development must rely on education . The goat of higher education is to train

specialized persosnet so as to satisfy the needs of economic boosting and development of

science and technology . However, the needs of society can be divided into those of short—term

and tong—term nature. Industries measure their profit in monthes , white we educationatists

measure successes in years. At the reaLities of the day, the need for trained personnel in

traditionat engineering , snch as mechanical engineering , electrical engineering , civil
engineering etc.,but not optical engineering, is greatty incaeased. However,today, 30 years

after the invention of lasers , optics has not been viewed as only a brah of physics

Mordern optics and optical technotgy have stretched to optoetectronics, optical information

processing and optical computing . It is likely that optical technology may well become the

technology of the 21st centry. Therefore it is necessary to properly handle the relation

between the current and long—term needs concerning the training of personnel , and moreover
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considering the deLaying effect of its own function , arrangeients shou'd be sade ahead of

tue in tight of the tendency of the devetopsent of econoiy , scicnce and technology. Shortage

of funding is another probtei which sore or less puzzted iost of acedasic institutions . Since

China is stiLt a developing country whose econosy is quite backward copared with those of

advanced countries .Atthough saLaries for ati. facuLty seibers and staffs , stipends for alt

graduate students , and necessary expenses for teaching practice and construction of apartient

buildings coae steadty fros the governient , the budget is stitl tiiited . The cost of

capital equipsent today is significantly higher than ever before .Therefore university and

departients have to find extral sources to carry out high level research , if you want to

iaintain a first rate university , a first—rate departient. This creates enorious pressure on

our acadesic institutions. Alt these factors ientioned present a great challenge and can be

viewed as an opportunity.

Every acadeiic institutions are taking seasures to deal with the changing situation . Mainly
adjustient of structure and layers of undergraduate and graduate prograis , broadening of

scope of specialities , close cooperation with industries as well as introduction of

coipetition iechniss in education are perforsed . To illustrate in soae detail we would like

to take the Departient of Optical Engineering at Zhejiang University as an exaiple . The

University is one of the key universities directly under the State Education Coasission . As

other key universities, it becomes two centers of teaching and research. It is equally

iiportant to train undergraduate students and doctorate and saster degree graduate students in

this University . The optical instrusentation speciality was established in 1952 . It has

becose Optical Engineering Departient sincse 1960 ,with outstanding faculty and researchers

facilities and curricula that cover the broad field of applied optics and optical engineering.

The Departient is one of six acadesic institutions which have been approved to train and to

award doctorte degrees on optical instruientation . Presently undergraduate and graduate

enrollsents total approxisately four hundred and one hundred , respectively.There are around

one hundred faculty iesbers including nine full professsors and forty iore associate

professors. Although this is a research—oriented departient , it offers thirty sore

undergraduate and graduate level courses and six laboratory courses,which are structured to

include three block courses , involved in optics , precision sechnics, as well as electronics

and cosputers . Students receive thorough grounding in the fundasentats of engineering and in

their prisary specializations fros outstanding faculty sesbers and good facilities. This

departsent has recently undertaken three—year $ 1.2 million U.S.expansion and renovation

progras , adding state—of—the—art facilities to seet the cosplex requiresents of the future.

In the recent years , to deal with the probless sentioned in the previous section , the

following activities and seasures have been taken

• The undergraduate and graduate prograss have been intensively studied and revised to

broaden the scope of the spciality and discipline. The esphasis has been put on the training

in fundasentats of technical science and engineering as well as in cosprehensive ability to
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resotve practica' probess in engineering . The prograss wilt be described in soae detail. in

the foLlowing section.

. Two research institutes of Mordern OpticaL Instrusentation and Optoetectronic Technology

have been established with the purposes of training doctorate and saster degree students,

especially in supervision of their thesis and dessertation work ; of proioting cooperation

with industrial world and technology transfer to sajor coporations , speeding up the process

of transition from research achivesents in laboratories to production forces. This also seans

there is iore pressure on individual faculties to have iore funded research , faculty are

judged partly on their ability to obtain research funding . The positive effect is obvious

that the research funds of the Departient were greatly increased fros around Ooo thousand

Chinese yen in 1987 to lore than 2 aitlion in 1990 .The expansion of cooperation of acadesic

institutions with scientific research and production units becoies a coaion tendency , and is

deaanded by the developsent of higher engineering education itself as welt. This is the

eventual result of the developient of sordern econosy, science and technology and education

and it is by no ieans a casual occurance.

S First rate universities and departients should ieet not only short—ten goats, but also

tong—ten needs for trained engineers . The faculty ieabers are encouraged by favoured

policies to apply for contracts and grants fro. the National Natural Science Foundation and

the State Co,aission of Science and Technology to carry out basic—oriented research and

high—tech research. The rapid pace of change in applied optics makes it isportant that

faculty ieabers stay at the forefronts of their fields , and that they understand how these

fields are evolving . If they do not stay at the forefront ,they wilt not be in a position to

lead the change in curricului that will be needed. Activity in research is the principal

iechanisa for keeping faculty at the forefront of technology. The faculty ieibers have

increased substantially their invotvesent with research. In addition around one third of the

faculty aesbers in this departient have early or late taken sabbatic leave to go abroad

working with foreign experts for a period of one to two years . It is helpful to absorb new

ideas, to refresh our knowledge and to develop and strengthen the international exchange and

cooperation .It is obvious that this activity is continuing. It is equally iiportant (if not

even sore )to recruit prolising young doctors trained in China and abroad into the faculty.

The Departient 's future is , in sose extent , detesined by thei.

I A further step is going to serge the Optical Engineering Depaartient with Scientific

Instrumentation Departient . It is becoiing the Departient of Optical & Scientific

Instrusentation Engineering . Considering that optics is truly interdisciplinary . it light

benefit teaching and research work and coMpetition with counterparts.

p. Undergraduate program

3.1 Strengthening Fundasental Courses

In the past , the speciality is over narrow resulting in a contradiction between education
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and eiptoyaent . It is unable to ieet the needs for enhencing adaptability to society. And

also because of the rapid developsent of science and technology, the time for scientific

konwtedge to be outdated is shortened on the one hand ,and the tue for the achievesents of

scientific research to be used in new technology, new products and new industries is also

shortened on the other . Technical person.nels should continuously renew their knowledge. What

they learned in university would never be enough for their professional career . Only those

who iaster the long—lasting basic knowledge will be able to ease their knowledge tranfer in

the changing world . It is therefore , an inexorable trend to strenghen the fundasental

courses , including basic courses and courses of basic technology. The basic courses are

listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Basic Courses

Matheaatics Calculus, Ordnary Differential Equation

Linear Algebra, Coaplex Variable Function

Mathesaticat Physics Equation , Probability

Credits 19.5

Theory

Physics General Physics and Physics Laboratory 9.5

Microcosputer Coiputer Language and Prograsing , Digital
Microcoaputer and Its Applications

Methods, 8.5

Optics Geo.etrical Optics,Physical Optics, Optical

Optics Laboratory

Testing 16

Che.istry1 Engineering Chesistry 4

Courses of basic technology (Table 3 and Table 4) have been set up according to electrical

engineering—oriented and iechanicat engineering —oriented aodes, respecticely, for sudents

selection

Tebte 3.Courses of Basic Technolog for Electrical Engineering—Oriented Mode

Etectronics Principles of Circuit , Circuits in Instrusents, Credits 26

Analogical Electronics Technology,

Digital Electronics Technology,

Interfacing of Microcoaputer,

Opto—etectrical technology,
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Mechanics Engineering Drawing , Elesents of Precision Mechnics, 11

Introduction to opto—iechnics Design

Optics2 Principles of Lasers , Laser Technology I

Table 4. Courses of Basic Technology for Mechanical Engineering—Oriented Mode

Electronics: Principles of Circuit, Crodits2

Anatogicat Electronics Technology

Digital Electronics Technology

16

Mechanics Engineering Mechnics, Engineering Materials ,

Engineering Drawing , Eleients and Devices

of Precision Mechanics , Precision Instruients,

Introduction to Optical Instrusents Design

Tolerance and Measuring Techniques

26.5

Optics: Optical Lens Design, Fundamentals of Lasers 6

3.2 Traditional Specialized Courses Complemented by Courses in Modern Optical Technology

In addition of traditional specialized courses , such as Optical Fabrication and Testing

Photographic Instrumentation , Interferoieters,Spectroscopic Instrumentation ,Photosetric and

Colorometric Instrumentation etc., we also offer courese of modern optical technology , such

as Optical Holography , Fiber Optics and Optical Fiber Sensors, Detectors and Infrared

Technique, Pattern Recognition and Digital Imagine Processing etc., for students selection

Students are also encouraged to minoring in other specialities, such as Computer Science

Industrial Process Control,Management etc.Recentty almost one third of students take this way

to pursue dual degree of bachelor. The purposes of all. these measures are to make students'

knowLedge more wide and have relatively strong points in one field or in one discipline on

solid basis of academic fundation , and to suit the needs of students' future careers.

3.3 Reinforcing Practice Engineering Training

The original goal of engineering education is to train engineers and technical personnets

with both ability and integrity . So engineering training should no longer be carried out on

the self—seating campus, centering only around classrooms and experiments .Theoretical study

should integrate with practice, combine with research and production work.Students must get in

touch with and get to know the advanced industrial technology , choose their graduation

projects and theses from the real world , and. to acquire skills in engineering practice.

In the recent years , in addition of Spring term and Fall term ,we set up a short Summer
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term , when students are arranged to work on electronics technology experiaents , or design

practice in precision mechanics, or to practice in optics workshop and instruaents workshop.

Pre—assignaent and industry—university joint training Prograa has been established on trial

A certain asount of students after three years study are pre—assigned to optics related

industry for a period of one year . At that period they are working as technical staffs and

get in practical engineering training .After one year students come back the departient to

continue their course work and to carry out graduation projects . This program is sometimes

siaplty catted 3 • 1 1 joint program. It has brought fresh air to engineering eduition in

universities, change the original state of regarding theories and research as superior to

practice and application , enriched the students ' classroom experiences , and at the same

time universities have gained strong support from the industrial circles.

4 .MS AND PhD DEGREE PRtX3RNI4S

MS and PhD degree programs have been established in China since 1978. MS students usually

are required to finish course work of 35 credits , including S core courses. Thesis work for a

period of one to one and half a year is unexceptional for all MS students . Up to now MS

degree programs are dominant in graduate education in China. It is determined by the needs of

the society , the development level of economy , science and technology. It should be noted

that this situtation is changing .More emphasis will be put on PhD degree programs in key

universities and institutes .Further development of education in advanced degrees is expected

in coming years.

Table 5. Courses for graduate students

Classification Courses

Optics Advanced Physical Optics , Optical Imaging Theory and Image

Evaluation , Optical Systems Design , Optical and Computer

Generated Ilotograpy, Thin Film Optics ,Guided Wave Optics

Optoetectronics Nonlinear Optics , Laser Specteroscopy, Fundamentals of Optical

Information Transmission. Applied Technology of Lasers.

Instrumentation

Engineering

Mordern Spectroscopic Technology , Infrared Detectors and

Systems ,Optical Thin Film Technology , High—Speed Photographic

Ins trusentat i on

Electronics and

Microcomputers

Weak Electrical Signal Detection , Intensive Electronic Experiments,

Single--Board Computers and Applications , Advanced Experiments in

Computer Interfacing , Digital Image Processing , Pattern Recognition
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At present , the yeartty enrotisent of MS studentds and Phil students of this Departient is

around 283O and 5—6 , respectively. Every year we offer aore than 20 courses which is

listed in Table 5, for MS and PhD students' selection and also for graduate students fros a

few optics—related research institutes of Acadesia Sinica . The theses work is streeed on

engineering and technological science . Students are directed to pay attention to high

technology and use it to refora conventional optical engineering and technological science.

PhD students after finishing a MS progra.. are required to coaplete course work of 15 credits

The eaphasis is unexceptionally put on their dissertation work , which will take two and

half a year .The subject of dissertation work has covered

. optical instruientation engineering involving the use of computers for optical systei

design , testing and isage evaluation , coherent tight technology and phase—shifting

interferoaetry, scientific and industrial applications of cotoriietry and spectrophotosetry;

•optoelectronic technology and devices involving lasers , non—linear optics , optical fiber

sensors , and optical information processing;

•applied spectroscopy and instruaentation including studies on Raaan spectroscopy, Fourier

spectroscopy, photoacoustic and photothersal deflection spectroscopy

•thin fili optics and technology including studies on the relation between iicrostructure

and sacro—perforsance of optical thin filas , coaputer—aided technique of thin fili deposition

and thin film characterization.

The University and the Departient has perforsed a so—catted "Sandwich Progra. " for Ph.D

students. After finishing courses work at hose university , soae of proaising Ph. D students

are sent to abroad for experisental dissertation work for a period of around two years , then

be back hoae to prepare sanuscript of the dessertation and the final defense. A few students

have been sent by the Departient to France, Gersany , United States , Japan and United

Kingdos. By far the largest percentage of optical engineering graduates are eaployed in

acadeiic institutions ,research institutes of the Acadeiia Sinica and of the ainistries of

industries , and in cosiercially—oriented coipanies . They have won a high reputation for

their training and skills in all areas of optical engineering

!i. OONGLUSI

The attention of developsent in education of optical engineering in China is being shifted

to the quality isproveient after a rapid increase in quantity. Fros the realities in Chian

the paper presented some activities and seasures in areas such as strengthening the

cooperation and exchange between acadeiic institutions and industries and society , optiiizing
curriculum structure, combining teaching with scientific research and production to meet the

needs of the society in terms of personnel training , research and technical survice. Further

progress in optical engineering education can be expected by years efforts.
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